
SUMMMRY 

The infiuence on Fhe efficiency of chromatographic sysFems of the range and 
disFr%bution of particle diameters was investigated in relation to synimetricel and 
unsymmeFrical distributions. The latter were spudied with increasing proportions of 
very small or very large particles_ The efhciency of systems with symmetrical 
distributions up to the value -of Ad’ = 160 pm was found to be unafGecFed by 
changes in fraction widrh. Significantly increased values of the t.heoret&l plate 
height were observed fos fractions with unsymmeFrid distributions only for d, Z 
constant. 

JNTRODUCliION 

Maximum separaFion power of chromaFographic columns is atFair& by using 
packings with particles as small as possible, and of similar size, shape and micro- 
porous structure. Columns packed by the “wet” method with padides in the I-IO- 
pm diam&er rangez4 fiave been reported as partic*ly eEcientq*xo-13_ This mainly 
concerns columns 2-50 mm in diameter, not macropreparative or industri&scale 
columns, which cannot be packed with s&&d particles, since this would be 
prohibitively expensive and make columns difBult PO pack. 

In order to choose optimum separation conditions, it is essential to know 
how Fhe column ef&iency is afI&ted by the heterogeneity of Fhe packing material. 
There are few literature reports on this subject. 

The purpose of the present work was to investigate the manner in which Fhe 
column efGiency is affected by faction width, Ad, (dP = particle diameter), and 
parri&-size distribution x&bin fractions, Aitbougb these investigations were con- 
ducted with cohmus of not more than 50 mm in diametzr, we Wieve that the con- 
ckions arrived at can be exhmded to larger-size columns_ 



Columns were packed with silica gel fractions prepared by mixing suitable 
proportions of basic fi-actions obtained by sieving silica gel Type 60 (Machary, 
Nagel & Co.. D&en, G_F.EL): I. d, = 40-60 yin: II. d, = 60-75 pn; III, d, = 
7SlCQ pm; XV, ~3, = IO2-I20 pm; V, dD = 120-150 pm; VI, (i, = 150-~60 pm and 
VI!& d, = 150-200 pm. 

Measureme$ts by microscope hwe shoti all fractions to be characterized by 
symmetic pa-tick-size distributions in ret&ion to &e mean db value. The cum- 
positions of terminal fractions used in the experiments are listed in TabIes I and II. 
The investigations included both symmetrical and unsymmetrical particle size 
dibib~ti~ns in relation to the a, value. 

TABLE I 

COhB’OSl-JXON OF FRACl-IONS WITEI SYLMME~XICAL PARTECLE SIZE DltSIRIBU- 
TIONS 

SYHiii Percenfage by wekht of basic fraction 

6s7s 75-If7-7 IO.?-zm 120-150 150-16-0 ZlzxI-m 

IQm pm t== m w pm pm 

Iv - - - 100 - - - 
A - - 21.6 56.8 21.6 - - 
B - 6.0 24.1 43.1 21.6 5_2 - 

C 4.0 10.7 18.6 28-3 XL3 14.7 3.4 

.!aem! Q?zd orher substQrices 
Hexaue (Reacbirq. Moscow, U.S.S.R-) and dioxane (POCH “Xenon”, Lodz, 

EABLB II 

COMPOSTION OF FRACiIONS WITH UNSY MhU3RKCAL PARTKLE SXZE DiSTRIBU- 
TIONS 

SyJdiUC Percentzrge by we&tit of basfcfiaction 

71-102 pn z02-z2opnl z20-z6o.m ztio-mm 

111 1CXl - - - 
D - - 

E zi: Ii-: - - 
F 71.4 28.6 - - - 
G 58.8 42.2 - - 
H 55.6 22.2 22.2 - 

L 4s.4 18.2 x2 18.2 
M SO.0 SO.0 - - 
N 21.0 49.4 29.6 - 

P 124 26.5 41.0 17.1 
VII - - - 100 
T - - 28.6 71.4 
W - 22.2 22.2 55.6 
Z 18.2 18.2 18.2 45.4 



#Zumns were dry-packed by the &pact method, using home-made impacr- 
ing devices. The columns were raised by 2.5 cm at a rate of 120 times per mirmte and 
descended by ffieir own weight. Adsorbents were poured uniformly over the whole 
surface of the column section. Optimum tapping time was 30 min. 

The efliciency of the packed cohunns was tested with an apparatus ensuring 
linear mobile phase flow-rates within the 0.3-2.0 cmfsec range which is the most 
frequently encountered in practice. 

Measurements for columns with 2 and 6 mm I.D. were made using a KB 5101 
Squid chromatograph equipped with micropreparative ECABID-Warszawa accessories. 
Larger-size columns were investigated with a home-made preparative liquid chroma- 
tograph. The same W-254 KABID-Warsz~wa detector was used for all measure- 
ments. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

To investigate the in&exe of partick-size range on the pIate height, M = 

0. 

i a4 
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f(f.fd& $3~ used the gel fractions lis&i in Table I_ The mean weighted values ml- 
cnlated f&m the particle diameters were cfz. 110 pm. These ik2tion.S were tdlZ&er- 
iced by symmetiical particle-size distributiims arouud the mean value, i&S 

The plotted dependaces H = f(u) were linear and approximt%tely pvauel 
v&h.in .the range of the most frequently encountered mobile phase vekxities, 
K = 0.3-2.0 c&e&_ This dowed us to umpire the t43itienties of variaus~cahmns 
oi the b&s o$ pIate height vaIues detexmined for selected mobile phase vek&s. 

‘The results of investigations of H = f’@d’) for the silica gel fractions d&W 
above are showz in Fig. 1. They lead to the concIusZon that the efficieky of the 
chromatographic systems discussed is not affii by changes in the Ad vakxs, 
within the-particle diameter rvlges invd~@ up to Ad, = 160 pm. T&e results 
deviate from those for analytical co1mn11s~~ where ca. 50% drop in the eEciency of 
the sym &IS obwed for Ad, = 125 pm, 

Our r&t may be evidence of a lower eddy difksion value. This may occus 
when, owing to an improved loatig technique, column pack&s become more 
compact, and interparticle spaces are smaller and homogeneous in size and shape- 
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Fii 3. Part& size distriicm of silica & hctions: (a) fizctioas 75102pm and J& F, H from 
Tabk II; (b) fm&ans 7Sl@2~ and D. JZ, I?, G fmm Table IL 



Nexk we investigated the effects on the efliciency of as-e&y of the par- 
ticle-size distributiou in gel fractious. Fi g_ 2 presents the dependence of the &or&~ 
cal plate height on the percentage by weight of basic fkctions which camp&e the 
taiIing part of mixtures_ Particle size distributions in these mixtums are presented in 
Frg. 3b (fmztions dn = 7.5102 pm; D, E, F, G from Table Eq and in Fig. 2a 
(fractions dp = 75-102 -m; F, H and L from Table IS). As fan be seerr, the 
distribution of the 2, value on the descending part of the curve is asymmetricaL 

Our measurements have shown that column effkktmy decmases only if the 
percentage by w@ht of particks in the tailing part exceeds 45% (Fig. 2a). It is 
interesting that the greatest changes, i.e., decreases with increase in diameter, were 
observed for analytical columns. This supports our earlier observaticns, according 
to which radial particle segregation is prevented if the packing methods deveIoped by 
us and the previously described technique of pouring packings are employed. The 
diminished efficiency of .anaQtical columns under the circumstances descriibed above 
points to uafavourable structural changes occurring in the layer near the walls, a fti 
of particuIar significance for analytical columns. 

i Even in amdytical columns, increased percentage by weight of the tailing part 
at AGO = constant does not affect the value of the plate height (see Fig_ 2b). 

Results of investigations aiming at finding out the effect on theoretical plate 
height of increasing a symmetry of particIe size distribution on the ascending side of 
the curve are presented in Fig. 4. The measurements were made on silica gel fractions 

Fig. 4; Dcpmhxe of pIate K&t ark the contents of the fiaction causing asymm~~ arr the 
-ding Side of *&e ‘Ilkai5tltion amve at dH-z_, = co-t and Ad, # axwant_ Concitions as 
inF%l. 

Fig. 5. Size distriition of siiicz .geI panicks (fsactiozrs T, W, 2 and VII from ‘S’abb n). 



__ ~. 
lNFUE?4CE & PARTICLE PARAMETERS ON LC EFFEXENCY IS 

. -Analysis of the dizqpms <n Figs. Za, b aad 4 su&ests that the change in the 
plate heigh: ralue was mainly due to changes in the particle diameter iu the mixtures 
iEtves&gatcst. 

To chcwk the validity of these statements, all results have been listed in Fig. 6 

in the forti of the dependence log iz = f(log &). Fig. 6 shows that the mean particle 
size has a greater infiueuce on the plate height value than has the particle size 
rang&dd, and the nature of the particle size distribution. The linearity of ffie 
plotted dependence demonstrates that the empiricaI equation h M ~&#3 for analykal 
columns has been satiskd. As can be seen from Fig. 6, the value of the cuefficient 
fl is CQ_ 1.55 for analytical and micropreparative columns of 2 and 6 mm I.D_ and 
1.2 for preparative columns of 17 and 50 mm I.D. Such values have to date been 
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Columns: (a) SO mm I.D.; (b) 6 mm LD.; (c) 2 mm I.D. 



determined under similar conditions only for a.nzd@& c~~-~~~~. Tl.xe fact t&t 
K&sz and Naefe” had obtained @ = i-8 for similar mobile phase velocities shows 
that the packing technique employed by them had been Iess efkctive than the one 
employed by us. The value of 1.34 obtained by Endele eg &.I6 approximates ours, 
but the& authors used particles with tip = 5-25 q and had loaded columns by the 
balance density method. The value @ = 1.2 found by us for preparative columns 
shows that the role of pvticte size is less important in preparative than it is in 

amIytica1 colu&ls. 

The values of the plate height in our studies are of the order of 20 a,, 
for a sample with capacity factor, k’ = 2.6 and mobile phase velocities several times 
greater than the so-called optimmn velocity. It is dScult to compare these v&.xes 

with the theoretical plate heights obtained by other authors for smaJ.kr partkks and 
narrower fractions, because the columns have usually been packed and separation 
processes conducted by special techniques17*1*, acd sample dosing had been mcon- 
ventiona119*z0. The most commbte data reported are by Beck and Halk9 who 
had also obtained theoretic& plate height values of 20 Jp for silica ge1 with 
d,=3~~~mandsu~tanceswithk’=l.l. 
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